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ABSTRACT

In order to optimize conservation policies for endangered plant species in North Africa and minimize the investment of the public resources we explore the capacity of a mountain plant species to persist locally in restricted natural areas. Palaeoecological studies have shown that plant species survived major global climate changes within refugia which offered suitable condition for their long term persistence. Our study aims at identifying potential mountains areas which may play the role of modern microrefugia for preserving locally endangered plant species.

We analysed the mountain ruggedness of an area in the North-East of the Middle Atlas mountains where a population of an endangered plant species, Cedrus atlantica, is isolated today around lake Tameda. In addition, we collected a sediment core in the lake to investigate the recent history of the species with the local environmental changes. We compared the terrain and fossil analyses with an area in the Rif mountains where the terrain rugosity is lighter than in the Middle Atlas and where Atlas cedar populations occur as well.

Our results show that the Atlas cedar is better preserved in terrains with high rugosity because they offer a wider panel of suitable microclimates for the species persistence and they restrict the number of inhabitants as well which, de facto, reduces the anthropogenic disturbances.

We have carried out this analysis at a very small scale (less than 40km²). A more exhaustive analysis of the terrain rugosity over the Atlas and Rif mountains, combined with historical data, will help to identify more suitable refugial areas for preserving the species at a larger scale. Protecting these refugial areas over decades from any anthropogenic activity should be possible at a minimal cost and would represent an immediate response to the ongoing climate change for preserving endangered species.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The ecological responses to recent climate change show that plant species are facing major challenges for persisting in their current range (Wiens, 2016). In Africa, the threat for most species combines now the ongoing climate change and the increasing direct anthropogenic impact (Boko et al., 2007). This double threat on species is acute in the Mediterranean ecosystems region (Klausmeyer et al., 2009; Henne et al., 2013) which are is a hotspot of biodiversity (Myers et al., 2000) and where many relict and endemic species are endangered with extinction (Malcolm et al. 2006). In 2013, one of the most emblematic forest tree species in the Mediterranean, Atlas cedar (*Cedrus atlantica* (Endl.) Manetti ex Carrière), was added to the red list of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (“The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species,” 2019) as a threatened species to extinction in regard to the decreasing trend of its populations in Morocco and Algeria.

Morocco represents an ideal Mediterranean area for investigating the past impacts of environmental changes and anthropogenic activities on fragile ecosystems and endemic endangered species. As most of the Mediterranean countries, Morocco underwent an increasing aridity over the past five thousand years (Jalut et al., 2009) with a more pronounced trend over the last decades (Benassi, 2008, Bell et al., 2019). This natural climate aridification is observed worldwide (Maslin et al., 2001) and it has a direct marked impact on the Mediterranean forest ecosystems (Carrión et al., 2010; Colombaroli et al., 2009) through a decrease of the water availability and an increase of the fire frequency (Vannière et al., 2011).

Morocco represents an ideal area for investigating the past impacts of environmental changes and anthropogenic activities on ecosystems, particularly on mountain tree species. As most of the Mediterranean countries, Morocco underwent an increasing aridity over the past five thousand years (Jalut et al., 2009) with a more pronounced trend over the last decades (Benassi, 2008, Bell et al., 2019). In the Rif mountains the range of the endemic Atlas cedar decreased by about 75% within the past five decades (Cheddadi et al., 2017) due to the increasing drought. This natural climate aridification is observed worldwide (Maslin et al., 2001) but it is more acute and it has a direct marked impact on the Mediterranean forest ecosystems (Carrión et al., 2010; Colombaroli et al., 2009) through a decrease of the water availability and an increase of the fire frequency (Vannière et al., 2011). Morocco has a wide variety of landscapes and (micro)climates which have played a major role in maintaining a high ecosystem biodiversity. Today, about a quarter of the plant species in Morocco are
endemic (e-Monograph of Moroccan Flora, 2016) and many, among which the Atlas cedar tree, are endangered to extinction (“The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species,”2019).

The ongoing climate warming and aridification in Morocco has a noticeable impact on the mountain ecosystems and particularly on the Atlas cedar forests (Linares et al., 2011a,b). Field observations (Rhanem, 2011) and vegetation model simulations (Cheddadi et al., 2017) show that the lower altitudinal limit migrated upwards by more than 100m within the past five decades. In the Rif mountains, populations of Atlas cedar became highly fragmented and the remaining populations are confined within microrefugia (sensu Rull, 2009) where local environmental conditions in the Moroccan mountains are still suitable and the human impact is reduced (Cheddadi et al., 2017). Microrefugia located in mountainous areas may offer suitable local conditions, including microclimate, for their long-term survival until a more favourable climate will allow their re-expansion.

In the present study, we investigate an area in the North-East of the Middle Atlas Mountains where a healthy population of Atlas cedar is isolated around a high altitudinal lake. We used a geographical information system (GIS) to analyze the topography of the catchment area and collected basic information about the modern local human occupancy in order to evaluate the potential long term persistence of the isolated population of Atlas cedar in situ under the ongoing climate change. In addition we collected a coring in the lake to investigate the relationship between the local populations of Atlas cedar and the recent local environmental changes.

2. STUDY AREA

Guelta Tameda is a temporary lake located in the North-East of the Middle Atlas mountains (figure 1). The water body is a floodplain area of 2 km long and 250 m wide which often dries in summer. A narrowing in the middle of the lake splits it into two parts. The upstream part in the south dries out at the beginning of spring. In the northeastern part the waters persist much longer than in the southern part depending on the annual amount of precipitation and the water extraction for local (small) agriculture. The area undergoes large annual and seasonal precipitation fluctuations. The water body may reach 46 ha at its maximum extension with a perimeter of 5 km and may have decreased down to ca. 33 ha during severe droughts such as those that have occurred in North Africa between 1980 and 1990 (Tucker et al., 1991; Esper et al., 2007). Due to these annual lake level changes, the coring site of TAM01
(figure 1) may be out of the water during the summer season which affects the chemical content of the sediment and leads to an enhanced degradation of the organic matter (pollen grains).

Guelta Tameda is a natural dam lake which probably formed as a result of a collapse or landslide of a limestone rock terrain that closed the incised valley to the north towards Tahfourt N’Ait Smaal. The slopes of the lake are steep varying between 50 and 70%. The catchment area of about 64km², is surrounded by steep mountains whose altitudes vary between 1470m and more than 2400 m. The surrounding mountains are dolomitic limestones of the lower and middle Lias and soft formations of triassic mudstones (Colo, 1961) that are more than 70% covered by a dense mixed forest of Atlas cedar (Cedrus atlantica), evergreen oak (Quercus coccifera L.), deciduous oak (Q. canariensis Willd.) and pine (Pinus halepensis Mill.).

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS

3.1. Terrain analysis

The terrain ruggedness (or rugosity) index (TRI) is a measurement of the elevation difference between one grid cell and its eight adjacent cells over a digital area (Riley et al., 1999). The latter authors provided the following classification of the terrain rugosity:

- Level= 0 - 80
- Nearly level= 81 - 116
- Slightly rugged = 117 - 161
- Intermediately rugged= 162 - 239
- Moderately rugged= 240 - 497
- Highly rugged= 498 – 958
- Extremely rugged= 959 – 4367

The eight elevation difference values are squared (to obtain a positive value) then averaged. TRI corresponds to the square root of the averaged squares which provide an average elevation difference between each point of the cell gridded terrain (whatever the size of the grid cells is) and the adjacent cells (Riley et al., 1999). We used QGIS GIS (QGIS Development Team, 2019) to measure the TRI from a DEM (“EarthExplorer - Home,” 1996) that covers the catchment area of Guelta Tameda and compared it to another area in the Rif mountains where fossil pollen records are
available (figure 2).

3.2. The sediment core in Lake Tamed

In April 2017, we collected a 6 meter-long core (33°48’51"N, 4°5’1"W, 1470m asl) in Guelta Tameda (TAM01, figure 1) using a Russian corer of 50cm length and 8cm section. The total length of the coring consists of 12 sections of 50cm each. We analyzed the clay minerals content using X-ray diffraction (XRD), the sediment grain size using a laser particle size analyzer, the chemical elements using an X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) and the fossil pollen grain content.

Eleven radiocarbon dates were obtained from organic bulk sediments (Table 1). We used CLAM (Blaauw, 2010) to perform a polynomial regression, weighted by the calibrated probabilities, for building an age/depth model for TAM01 (figure 3). The calibration curve used is IntCal13.14C. The calendar age point estimates for each depth is based on the weighted average of all age-depth curves. The low accuracy of the dated bulk sediment is related to the lack of organic macro-remains in TAM01, which would have certainly provided more accurate $^{14}$C dates. The limestone catchment with probable variable hardwater effects (Lamb and van der Kaars, 1995) is a potential source of dating inaccuracy and may explain the reversed ages. These dating constraints might affect the confidence in the age model. The overall best linear model polynomial regression fits seven dates and excludes four dates which are outside the best fit. The age/depth model suggests that core TAM01 covers the last 2000 years. The age model provides an average sedimentation rate of ca. 3cm per decade. The potential dating bias related to the hardwater effect of about 100 years for the last 2000 years (Lamb and van der Kaars, 1995) should not affect the conclusions of the present study as we do not focus on any specific centennial event but rather on the occurrence of the Atlas cedar in the Middle Atlas over the past few millennia and its relationship with the local environment.

Fossil pollen grains were extracted following a standard procedure using cold HCl (10%) then hot KOH (10%) to remove carbonates and soluble humic acids, respectively. Heavy liquid (ZnCl$_2$ with a 1.8 density) was used to separate by density difference the organic matter, including pollen grains, from sediment particles. Acetolysis (acetic Anhydric + sulfuric acid) at 80°C was finally used during 2 min to remove remaining organic matter. The remaining residue was diluted with a known volume of glycerin. The diluted residue of each fossil sediment sample was mounted in a microscope slide and the pollen grains were identified and counted using an
optical microscope (Leica DM750). Below 190cm, we analyzed 41 samples which contained less than 100 pollen grains. These samples were discarded from the final pollen diagram and the sediment core between 600cm and 190, which corresponds to the time span between 2000 and 500 cal. BP, is considered as sterile. Pollen percentages of the remaining samples, from the upper part of TAM01, were computed using the total pollen sum (figure 4) which includes trees, shrubs and herbs but excludes local aquatic plants (Equisetum, Monolete and Trilete spores, and Polypodiaceae). The final sampling time resolution is ca. 30 years. We performed a constrained hierarchical clustering using R package “rioja” v0.9-21 (Juggins, 2017) with R v3.6.3 (R Core Team, 2020) to set up pollen zones (figure 4). The analysis was performed on the total number of taxa identified (81) in all fossil samples.

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analyses were carried out using a Niton XL3t GOLDD. The 211 XRF measurements were performed at 2 cm intervals between 180 and 600cm with a counting time of 120s using an acceleration intensity of 50 kV. XRF measurements are based on the spectral properties of the chemical elements, which when exposed to an X-ray source, emit X-ray fluorescence radiation. The latter is then detected by an XRF detector placed at 90° with respect to the sediment surface. The processing of the recorded signal is then carried out by a software that analyses the variations in abundance (peaks) of the chemical elements through time. XRF analyses allowed us to estimate the content of 22 chemical elements among which we selected Cu, Pb, Fe, K, Ca and Sr (figure 5) as their content may be affected by human activities.

Nevertheless, many parameters can disrupt the measurement in geochemical analysis by micro-fluorescence X, for example, the water content, the percentage of organic matter, the presence of shells and the particle size variations (Löwemark et al., 2011). The composition of the sediment in elements measurable by the XRF detector, including carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen, can reduce the number of strokes of the heaviest elements, which may cause a dilution effect. In other words, an increase in organic matter would result in a decrease in values and vice versa (Rollinson 1993). Thus, to overcome these limitations that could complicate the comparison of the sections of the same core, it becomes important to normalize the elements. This normalization would help preventing the interpretation of the variations from mirroring those of organic matter or carbonate. The most suitable element for normalization is Aluminum (Al) as it is abundant and not subject to variations in redox conditions (Löwemark et al., 2011). The ratio is calculated by dividing the pm values of the
elements, one by another. Due to technical problems it was not possible to perform the XRF analyses on the first 180cm of core TAM01, which correspond to the top three sections of 50cm each and the first 30 cm of the fourth section.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Terrain ruggedness

We have chosen to compare two areas which have similar geographical surfaces (ca. 40 - 50 km²) and where Atlas cedar occurs today as fragmented populations. The terrain analysis of rugosity in the NE part of the Middle Atlas provides high values, particularly within the catchment area of Guelta Tameda (figure 2) around which the mountain chain has the highest rugosity (TRI> 498). In the north-western Rif mountains, we observe much more lighter TRI values than in the NE of the Middle Atlas. As is the case around Lake Tameda, in the Rif area Atlas cedar occurs today only in those areas where the TRI is the highest. Fossil data in the studied Rif area (Cheddadi et al., 2017, see figure 2) show that Atlas cedar occurred during the recent few millennia even in areas with lower TRI than those where it occurs today. However, it is no longer present in areas with low TRI in the Rif mountains. Thus, in order to comprehend the adaptation of Atlas cedar in mountainous areas, with different rugosities, to past and potentially to expected future environmental changes, we complemented our GIS terrain data with the analysis of a sediment core from Lake Tameda.

4.2. Sediment core analyses

The sediments of TAM01 are rich in terrigenous elements mainly aluminosilicates (Al, Fe, K, Ti, Rb and V) particularly Si, Fe, K and Ca. Changes in Fe content can be indicative of oxidation-reduction conditions in the lake, detrital inputs and changes in sediment source (Davison, 1993). Calcium contains both alloogenic and authigenic sources, i.e. by erosion and transport and by carbonate precipitation successively (Cohen and McConnaughey, 2003). Geochemical elements play different roles within the lake system depending on the erosion process and the elements association. For instance, Si is generally abundant in quartz and many aluminosilicate minerals, which is a proxy of aeolian input. However, Si may also be associated with biogenic material (Martinez-Ruiz et al., 2015; Peinerud, 2000). Thus, its concentration in TAM01 may reflect either erosional processes related to higher runoff due to increased precipitation or to higher lake productivity related to higher
concentrations of other nutrients. The Sr/Ca ratio (figure 6) provides an indication of calcium carbonate mineralogy. Calcite-dominated areas are marked by relatively low Sr/Ca values while aragonite-dominated areas are characterized by high Sr/Ca values. This ratio also varies with depth and may suggest significant changes in precipitation over the catchment area.

Pollen grains are well preserved only in the upper 190 cm, which cover the last 530 years (figure 4). However, due to technical issues XRF analyses were obtained only between 180 cm and 600 cm (figure 5) which encompasses the time span between 400 and 1900 years cal BP. As a matter of fact, the most important time span for detecting human disturbances in the Atlas mountains using XRF data is between 4000 and 500 cal BP (Cheddadi et al., 2015; 2019) where human activities are detectable by major changes in the geochemical elements such as iron, lead and copper. After 500 cal BP these chemical elements are less pertinent. Thus, the lack of overlap between pollen and XRF data is not crippling in this study since each environmental proxy is used for a different purpose.

Using a constrained hierarchical clustering over the pollen-reliable time span we depict four zones which are characterized by an alternation of the Atlas cedar and the evergreen oak (figure 4). Atlas cedar dominated between 530 and 450 cal. BP then between 250 and 125 cal. BP (pollen zones I and III) with pollen percentages higher than 40%. The evergreen oak (*Quercus ilex*-type) was absent during pollen zone I then it dominated with *Olea* and *Pinus* between 450 and 250 cal. BP and again after 125 cal. BP (pollen zones II and IV). The herbaceous plants show minor changes between 450 cal. BP and the present. The main pollen markers of human activities within the Anthropogenic Pollen Index (API), which are usually considered as ruderals or related to human cultivation, are *Centaurea* and *Plantago*. These two pollen taxa (genera) have minor occurrences in TAM01 and none of their known species related to human activities (*P. lanceolata, P. major/media* and *C. cyanus, C. nigra, C. scabiosa*) are present today in the study area. The overall trend of the arboreal pollen taxa and the occurrence of anthropogenic pollen markers do not indicate any potential causal effect of a local anthropogenic activity on the forest ecosystem.

5. DISCUSSION

Atlas cedar underwent a strong decline over the past decades (Cheddadi et al., 2017). The ongoing decline led to the extinction of some populations just over the past few decades, a reduction of the modern range and consequently a more pronounced
fragmentation, and an upslope shift of the lower limit by about 200m in some areas in the Middle Atlas (Rhanem, 2011). In the Rif mountains, the total range decreased by about 75% over the past five decades (Cheddadi et al., 2017). The declining trend of the Atlas cedars in Morocco is such that it has been added to the IUCN red list as a threatened species to extinction.

Atlas cedar is sensitive to recurrent drought (Kherchouche et al., 2013; Linares et al., 2013) while evergreen oak is tolerant to drought, even more than many other Mediterranean oak species (David et al., 2007). The observed alternation of Atlas cedar and evergreen oaks in the pollen diagram (figure 4) may be related to wetter and long lasting periods of drought. Thus, the time spans between 450 and 250 cal. BP then over the last 120 years, where the evergreen oaks expanded, are probably drier than the those between 250 and 120 cal. BP and prior to 450 where the Atlas cedar took over the evergreen oaks. However, depending on the studied area in the Moroccan mountains, one climate variable may have a more pronounced effect on the forest ecosystem composition than another one. An increase in summer aridity (Bell et al., 2019) or winter temperature (Cheddadi et al., 1998) or a decrease in the annual amount of precipitation or its seasonality (Cheddadi et al., 2017) or a complex combination of several climate variables have occurred in Moroccan mountains and they have impacted their ecosystems. In addition to the complex climate constraints, the human demography increased all throughout the Mediterranean during the Holocene (Palmisano et al., 2019) and human populations spread over the lowlands then in the mountainous regions (Cheddadi et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2019). In Morocco, the natural climatic trend and the superimposed human impacts on the landscape became more pronounced over the past two thousands years with an even more marked imprint over the recent decades (Cheddadi et al., 2015; 2017). The ongoing loss of forest cover requires a scientific-based and low social cost strategy which can be an easily applicable solution for preserving the mountain forests in Morocco.

Whatever the explanation for the migration lags between the ongoing and/or expected velocity of the climate change, mainly warming (Loarie et al., 2009), and the migration rate of tree species, it seems that many species will not be able to track the expected global warming over the 21st century (Corlett and Westcott, 2013) and depending on different climate scenarios, the percentage of the species loss in the Mediterranean mountains might be very high (Thuiller et al., 2005). There are many options for preserving threatened plant species that are being debated. However, whatever the
best scientific option is, we will be facing the problem of the necessary resources for its application in the southern edge of the Mediterranean. Thus, in order to increase the chances of applicability we believe that the conservation strategy should take into account the low public resources for applying the scientific recommendations.

One of the options that we are exploring to preserve the Atlas cedar in Morocco is to identify refugial areas where it occurs today and where it may have the highest chance to persist locally over a sufficient time span. This will allow the species to reach a more suitable future climate for recolonizing a more secure range. Most long-lived tree species, such as the Atlas cedar, have a migration rate that will probably be slower than the velocity of the ongoing climate change.

**Rugged mountains offer microrefugia for plant species**

Scientists have shown that topography can play an important buffer role in the local modulation of global or regional climates (Ashcroft et al., 2012; Dobrowski, 2011; Keppel et al., 2012, 2015). The multitude of potential local microclimates related to the complex climatic features of rugged mountains may play a key role in species diversity and persistence (Rahbek et al., 2019). Valencia et al. (2016) showed that mountains with high rugosity may provide more microrefugial areas (sensu Rull, 2009) for plant species under regional less favorable climate than areas with smoother landscapes. These microrefugial areas may represent an option for species conservation (Hannah et al., 2014) which may represent a realistic and low necessary resources option in North Africa.

We analyzed the terrain ruggedness and the modern human occupancy (figure 2) in two different areas in the Rif and the NE of the Middle Atlas where Atlas cedar occurs as fragmented populations at altitudes higher than 1400m. As expected, the number of human inhabitants is higher in areas where both the elevation and terrain ruggedness are low (figure 2). In the western part of the Rif mountains where pollen records indicate a decline to a local extinction of the Atlas cedar (Cheddadi et al., 2017; Abel-Schaad et al., 2018) the terrain ruggedness is lower and the human density is higher than around Tameda (figure 2). The small locations with high TRI (near Derdara and near Tanaqoub, see figure 2) have lower elevations than the modern lower limit of the Atlas cedar range (about 1400m). The two spots in the western Rif mountains with high rugosity and higher altitudes than 1400m (Jbel Kelti and Talassemante national park) shelter small populations of Atlas cedars and have
already been identified as microrefugia (Cheddadi et al., 2017).

**Low human impact in rugged mountains**

The analysis of fossil biological and geochemical elements from the Tameda record provides information on the timing and type of past human and natural impacts on the local vegetation. Many major chemical elements, (lead (Pb), iron (Fe) or copper (Cu)) which are used as markers of the human exploitation of the natural resources before and during the Roman period show no changes between 1900 and 400 cal BP (figure 4) that may be directly related to human activities near the site of Tameda. Several fossil records from the Middle Atlas and the Rif mountains show marked changes of these chemical elements (Cheddadi et al., 2015; Nour El Bait et al., 2014; Tabel et al., 2016) over the last 3000 years. Sr/Ca ratio (figure 6) suggest a rather noticeable change in the local or regional precipitation regime which may have impacted the runoff and annual fluctuations of the lake level more than human disturbances in the catchment area.

Unlike in many Mediterranean records (Walsh et al., 2019), the human pollen markers (figure 4) do not show any major changes and are not over-represented which suggests a minor human impact on the local vegetation over the last five centuries. In addition, Atlas cedar pollen record shows high frequencies over that time span and it is present today around the lake. Geochemical and pollen data clearly indicate that the area of Guelta Tameda was less impacted by human activities during the past 1900 years than other forest areas in the Middle Atlas (Lamb et al., 1991) and the Rif mountains (Cheddadi et al., 2015).

The modern Atlas cedars population around Guelta Tameda seem to be naturally protected from the ongoing decline of the species that is observed in the Rif and Atlas mountains. The local persistence of the species is related to the very low human density in the area and the difficult access to the forest ecosystem which covers the steep slopes of the mountain, due to its high ruggedness. The fossil record shows that the human impact was very limited and that the cedar forest persisted locally without declining trend. Thus, Guelta Tameda is a potential microrefugium area for the Atlas cedar and potentially for other species related to this conifer ecosystem.

In order to extend our knowledge of putative microrefugial areas we need to investigate other natural wetlands located at high altitudes where human activities
have, and are still less impacting the landscape. Some of the wetlands in the Atlas and Rif mountains have been investigated and provided valuable environmental records. However, in the context of the ongoing global warming and in many areas, we still lack temporal high resolution studies of the recent past vegetation changes and human related inferences that may help us assess the impact of the natural climate variability and the anthropogenic activities in the southern part of the Mediterranean.

**Conservation Strategies**

Mountain regions with microrefugial areas which may offer suitable local microclimates would represent a faster option for tree species to cope with rapid climate changes (Cheddadi et al., 2017). The criteria to define these modern and potentially future refugial areas may be quite simple:

1. They should offer a wide range of geological substrates, different exposures to both cold and/or warm climate and high topographic ruggedness to allow species to adapt more easily even with a low dispersal or migrational rate,

2. They should have potential natural corridors to spread in and out to retract and/or colonize different areas as climate becomes more favorable or deteriorates through time,

3. They should be as remote as possible from dense human populations or at least with very limited human occurrence and/or access. This is expected to minimize the investment of the public resources or reduce the cost for the conservation policies.

Besides these simple criteria, we need to evaluate the potential of species persistence over a period of time that is much longer than a century and evaluate its relationship to past environmental changes and recent human activities.

The studied site of Tameda fits these basic criteria as it has a rugged topography with corridors (see figure 1) which may serve as potential pathways for the species migration. The site is also distant from strong human inferences with remote main roads and isolated small villages where human populations are very low. Tameda should be considered as a potential microrefugial area for the long term preservation of the Atlas cedar in Morocco.
6. Conclusions

In Morocco the total endemic plant species represent almost a quarter (>21%) of the total (ca. 4200) species diversity (e-Monograph of Moroccan Flora, 2016). It is striking that the conservation of this biodiversity hotspot, which is expected to undergo major climate warming and increased severe drought over the next century (Hoerling et al., 2012), is still overlooked. Besides climate, there are multiple challenges which include the ever increasing human inferences and the lack of resources needed to the long term conservation of threatened species. Besides these biodiversity issues, mountain ecosystems with the endemic Atlas cedar are considered as water towers in Morocco because, unlike the steppe and shrublands, they help regulate the water flow into water tables. This is an additional reason why the Atlas cedar populations in Morocco are protected in several national parks and are considered as part of the national heritage.

The ongoing range reduction of Atlas cedar in Morocco already had an impact on the overall forest ecosystems and their social services. Conservation initiatives in the Southern Mediterranean countries often face the issue of limited financial and/or human resources for their application. Our study shows that mountain areas such as Guelta Tameda with a variety of natural resources and low human occupancy may provide suitable habitats for the long-lived tree species to survive to harsher regional/global climate changes and may serve as an excellent microrefugium for preserving threatened plant species.

In order to be efficient, scientific solutions for species conservation must integrate a realistic cost of their application on the field. In the present study, we suggest that the identification of microrefugia, using modern and fossil data, is probably the most efficient and easily applicable strategy for species conservation.
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**Figure and table legends**

**Figure 1.** Map of the studied area in the Middle Atlas mountains in Morocco (Google Earth, 2018), showing the location and the morphology of Guelta Tameda and the coring site of TAM01. The colored lines provide an approximate elevation around the studied site. The picture at the top left shows the location of the TAM01 core and the Guelta Tameda with a mixed evergreen oak/ Atlas cedar forest surrounding the site.

**Figure 2.** Terrain ruggedness index (TRI) of North-West part of the Rif mountains (top panel), TRI of the catchment area of Guelta Tameda in the North-East part of the Middle Atlas (lower panel), and the cedar occurrence in both sites. The pollen percentages of the two sites located in the Rif Mountains (Mhad and Bab El Karn, Cheddadi et al., 2017) are shown in the top panel.
**Figure 3.** Age/depth model for TAM01 using CLAM software (Blaauw, 2010). The linear model fits seven accepted dates (blue). Four dates (red) do not fit the polynomial age/depth model.

**Figure 4.** Pollen diagram of core TAM01 showing relative abundances of the main trees and shrubs taxa, percentages of anthropogenic pollen markers (API = Anthropogenic Pollen Index; RPI = regional pastoral indicators; ANH = Anthropogenic nitrophilous herbs; OJCV = *Olea-Juglans-Castanea-Vitis*, see Cheddadi et al. (2019)), arboreal pollen taxa (AP), and constrained hierarchical clustering.

**Figure 5.** X-Ray Fluorescence measured copper (Cu), lead (Pb), iron (Fe), potassium (K), calcium (Ca) and strontium (Sr) normalized by Al. The dashed black line shows the overlap between the XRF and pollen data.

**Figure 6.** Moving average of z-scores of the Sr/Ca ratio. z-score is a measure of the standard deviations that describes the distance of an element from the mean value. It is calculated according to the following formula: $z = (x - \mu) / \sigma$ where, \( x \) = variable, \( \mu \) = mean value, \( \sigma \) = standard deviation).

**Table 1.** Eleven 14C dates obtained for core TAM01. The age/depth model developed in figure 3 is based on seven dates (blue) and excludes four dates (red). Calibrated ages ranges are at 95% confidence intervals.
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